We encourage fledgling CLLs to consider the possibility that each
life has an unchanging purpose, and working toward it leads to
the greatest Happiness (with a capital H).
Mark Twain said, “The two most important days in your life are the
day you were born and the day you figure out why.”
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, said, “When you make service your sole
purpose in life, it eliminates fear, brings focus in the mind, a sense
of purpose & long term joy.”
In every CLL workshop, we take time to remember the words of
Martin Luther King telling us that everybody can be great because
everybody can SERVE.
I am delighted to announce that a person who embraces laughter
and service and strong belief in GRATITUDE, has now joined the
World Laughter Tour as a Trainer.
Julie Ann Sullivan has completed training to become a WLT
Faculty member, our newest trainer and Poobah.
Determined, compassionate, Julie Ann, also known as THE
ATTITUDE ENHANCER, has represented us well since becoming
a CLL in June of 2011.
Now, she will be starting many individuals off on paths of laughter
and Good-Hearted Living as Certified Laughter Leaders.
Julie Ann seeks to bring a more positive and productive
environment into every business she visits.
She says, “Training Laughter Leaders gives them the ‘right stuff’
to affect change in others. I love the foundation WLT makes
available for training CLLs. Real science, research, and best

practices create better leaders. I'm honored to be a CLL trainer.
With the information from WLT and my own experiences, I
can smooth the path for participants to carry on our message,
“Every Laugh Matters”.
“Valuable information and so many smart and savvy members of
WLT, make this community a true catalyst for growing our CLL
family. I feel like I have a whole world to assist me in
training.”
She is an author and a professional member of the National
Speakers Association. She has a diverse educational background
which includes a BA in Psychology and an MBA in Accounting.
Certified as an Expert Level Certified Laughter Leader, Julie Ann
is also an accomplished writer. Her newest book is titled, “A Little
Bit of GRATITUDE Goes a Long Way.” She has created a
popular podcast called, “Mere Mortals Unite”.
To learn more about Julie Ann’s remarkable talents and
accomplishments visit her website at
http://www.julieannsullivan.com

